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ABSTRACT  

Separation of CO2 from gas mixtures is important is specific applications such as purification of CH4 gas and 

blue hydrogen production and more generally in the separation and processing of greenhouse effect gases to 

mitigate the hazardous effects of global warming. Herein, we report the selective CO2 sorption by a family of 

isoreticular, flexible silver coordination polymers (AgCPs) that are ostensibly non-porous but exhibit latent 

porosity to CO2 above a gate pressure, through a mechanism akin to dissolution in fluoroalkanes. The CO2 

sorption properties are rationally modified by changing the length of the perfluorocarboxylate ligands. The 

AgCPs show an absence of CH4 adsorption due to the lack of pores and channels in their structure and the 

failure of the dissolution mechanism due to alkane-perfluoroalkane immiscibility. In situ single-crystal and 

powder X-ray diffraction enable the direct visualization of the binding domains of adsorbed CO2 molecules 

as well as the associated structural changes of the AgCPs and confirming the gating of CO2 uptake. The 

deployment of perfluoroalkylcarboxylate ligands combined with the flexibility of the silver(I) coordination 

sphere to generate highly fluorinated but mobile regions of the crystals plays an integral role in the selective 

sorption of CO2 over CH4. 

INTRODUCTION  

The design and synthesis of new materials for applications in molecular separations has received increasing 

attention in the past two decades.1-2 In particular, materials able to selectively separate mixtures of industrial 

relevance have been investigated since most manufactured chemical products are obtained as a combination 

of products that require further purification steps.3 Separation and purification often relies on energy-intense 

methods such as distillation, crystallization, chemisorption (amine scrubbers for CO2) or evaporation, 

processes which account for 10-15% of the global energy consumption.4 With predictions of a three-fold 

increase in energy demand by 2050,5 new more-efficient purification materials and technologies are required.  

In this context, porous materials such as zeolites6 activated carbon7 and covalent organic frameworks 

(COFs)8 have been extensively studied as adsorbents. Due to their modularity and amenability to design, 

however, coordination polymers (CPs) and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) present the broadest scope for 

design and tunability as energy-efficient physisorbents to store and separate molecules.9  These crystalline 

porous materials have been classified as belonging to 1st to 4th generations based on evolution of their 

structural features and dynamic response to stimuli:10  1st generation MOFs are able to accommodate guest 

molecules, but lose their structural integrity upon guest removal; 2nd generation MOFs retain their structures 

upon guest insertion/removal, exhibiting permanent porosity; 3rd generation MOFs, also known as flexible or 

soft MOFs, show reversible structural transformations upon exposure to external stimuli; and 4th generation 

materials are able to modify their pore size and chemistry, having self-switching pores under the influence of 

an external stimulus. Although 1st and 2nd generation MOFs are well established, 3rd and 4th generation 

flexible MOFs remain uncommon due to the challenges involving the design, synthesis and the identification 

of dynamic behaviour in such materials. Second-generation MOFs typically exhibit Type I adsorption 
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isotherms (Figure 1a), where the gas sorption/desorption processes often take place at low gas pressures and 

may lie outside the operationally relevant range for industrial plants, thus decreasing their working 

capacity.11,12 Third and fourth-generation MOFs have desirable F-type sorption profiles (Figures 1b-d) as a 

consequence of the structural transformations incurred during the sorption process.13,14 

 

4th generation materials typically exhibit a stepped sorption profile, which arises from the structural 

conversion between closed-pore and open-pore forms. A distinctive pressure threshold for switching (gate 

pressure) also characterizes the sorption profile, below which the material exhibits negligible gas sorption. 

Such flexible materials represent a potential solution to gas storage, offering higher working capacities for 

the more volatile gases (O2, H2, CH4 or C2H2) for which high-pressure storage is not feasible.11 The gas 

separation properties of 4th generation CPs/MOFs remains underexplored due to the novelty and rarity of 

these materials.15 Nevertheless, these materials are attracting attention as their stepped adsorption profiles 

can provide high adsorption selectivity.11,14 This is especially relevant when only a single gas in a mixture 

induces the structural transformation that enables sorption.  

Previously, we have reported the synthesis of crystalline one-dimensional silver coordination polymers 

(AgCPs), [Ag4(O2C(CF2)mCF3)4(TMP)3] (m = 2 (1) and 3 (2), TMP = 2,3,5,6 tetramethylpyrazine), the 

crystal structures of which lack defined voids or channels normally associated with porosity.16-18 Crystals of 1 

and 2 reversibly react with small alcohol vapours without losing crystal integrity. This process involves the 

insertion of alcohol molecules into a metal-carboxylate (Ag−O) bond, accompanied by the formation of an 

O−H∙∙∙O hydrogen bond between the coordinated alcohol molecule and the pendant carbonyl group of the 

now monodentate carboxylate (Figure S10). Our studies suggested that mobility of the perfluoroalkyl groups 

enables transport of small molecule guests via transient voids within the crystals.16-18 Building upon this 

foundation, herein we describe the CO2 and CH4 gas adsorption properties and associated structural 

transformations of the homologous series of five non-porous isoreticular AgCPs 

[Ag4(O2C(CF2)mCF3)4(TMP)3] (m = 2 (1), 3 (2), 4 (3), 5 (4) and 6 (5)). We show that these materials enable 

adsorption, transport and encapsulation of CO2 molecules in a process akin to dissolution in liquids, but 

occurring only above gate pressures that are dependent upon the length of the perfluoroalkyl groups of the 

carboxylate ligands (Figures 1d and 3a). By contrast, CH4 adsorption is prevented, enabling excellent 

CO2/CH4 separation characteristics.  
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the gas uptake corresponding to (a) a Type I isotherm typical of a rigid 2nd 

generation MOF; (b) Type F-I (gradual in purple) and F-II (abrupt in red) isotherms, typical of a flexible 3rd generation 

MOF involved in a transformation from open to more open; (c) Type F-III (gradual, blue) and F-IV (abrupt, orange) 

isotherms and hysteresis in the desorption process (orange dotted) typical of a flexible 4th generation MOF. (d) Type F-IV 

isotherms typical of a 4th generation MOFs in which rational modification of the structure induces a gradual change in the 

gate-pressure threshold.13   
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Synthesis and crystal structure of AgCPs 1-5. A homologous series of isoreticular AgCPs 

[Ag4(CO2(CF2)mCF3)4(TMP)3(ROH)2]∙xCH2Cl2 (m = 2 (1-MeOH), 3 (2-EtOH), 4 (3-EtOH), 5 (4-MeOH) 

and 6 (5-MeOH); ROH = methanol or ethanol; x = 0 or 1(5-MeOH only)) has been synthesized as large 

colourless needle crystals by slow diffusion of a dichloromethane solution of 2,3,5,6-tetramethylpyrazine 

(TMP) into an alcoholic solution of Ag(CO2(CF2)mCF3) (m = 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) at 278 K. Alcohol-free AgCPs 

[Ag4(CO2(CF2)mCF3)4(TMP)3] (m = 2 (1), 3 (2), 4 (3), 5 (4) and 6 (5)) were obtained upon mild heating of 

the alcohol-containing materials 1-5-ROH (details in SI sections S1 and S3.1-2). The crystal structures of 

AgCPs 1-5 comprise pairs of silver(I) ions bridged by pairs of perfluorocarboxylate ligands forming di-silver 

units Ag2(O2C(CF2)mCF3)2, which are linked by pairs of TMP ligands resulting in 

Ag4(O2C(CF2)mCF3)4(TMP)2 units (m =2-6). These tetramer units are further linked by single-ligand TMP 

bridges to form a polymeric zig-zag tape (1-5). The individual polymers assemble in a rod-like distorted 

hexagonal packing motif wherein the fluoroalkyl groups project orthogonal to the AgCP tape direction and 

form fluoroalkyl layers through interdigitation with neighbouring polymers (Figures 2 and S11-S21). The 

fluoroalkyl groups exhibit some disorder in the crystal structures, suggesting some inefficiency in packing 

and a degree of mobility as a consequence of the weak dispersion interactions between them.19,20 The 

fluoroalkyl moieties adopt either a straight or bent overall configuration as a consequence of either gauche or 

anti conformations around the Cn-Cn+1 (n = 2-4) bonds. Alcohol-free AgCPs 1 (1A
HT

, 1A
LT

, 1B
HT

 and 1B
LT

), 2 

(2
HT

 and 2
LT

) and 3 (3
HT

 and 3
LT

) have high-temperature (HT) and low-temperature (LT) polymorphs, which 

differ in the conformation of the fluoroalkyl groups(anti/gauche), requiring a reduction in crystallographic 

symmetry for LT forms of 1-3. Additionally, polymorphs of coordination polymer 1 can be further 

subdivided into two classifications (A or B) depending on the relative arrangement of neighbouring 1D 

coordination polymer tapes.18 The polymorphism in coordination polymers 1-3 arises from the 

conformational flexibility shown in the fluoroalkyl groups and the orientation of the single-bridge TMP 

ligand relative to the Ag4(O2C(CF2)mCF3)4(TMP)2 (m = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) units.   

CO2 and CH4 sorption by AgCPs 1-5. CO2 adsorption isotherms were measured for AgCPs 1-5 at 273 K 

(Figure 2). These Type F-III (for 1 and 5) and F-IV (for 2-4) adsorption isotherms illustrate that the gas 
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Figure 2. Top: Crystal structures of AgCPs 1-5,  showing polymeric zigzag tapes extending horizontally via alternating 

single and double TMP bridges between pairs of Ag(I) centres. Interdigitation of perfluoroalkyl groups creates fluoroalkyl 

regions between the coordination polymers. Perfluorocarboxylates shown in red, TMP ligands in blue and silver atoms in 

black. Bottom: CO2 adsorption isotherms at 273 K for AgCPs 1-5, solid triangles represent adsorption and open triangles 

represent desorption. 
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uptake is gated and diffraction studies show the gate is accompanied by a structural change from non-porous 

to guest-containing structure (vide infra). There is a monotonic trend of increasing gate pressure with 

increasing perfluoroalkyl chain length (Figure 3a,b) with gate opening pressures of approx. 3 bar for 1, 8 bar 

for 2, 12 bar for 3, 19 bar for 4. Coordination polymer 5 does not appear to continue this trend within our 

experimentally accessible pressure range (p ≤ 19.5 bar; p/p0 ≤ 0.54 at 273 K) for the isotherm measurements 

and exhibits a gate at 16 bar, although involving a much smaller adsorption step than those for 1-4. This 

smaller lower-pressure step for 5 could also represent a small initial gate-opening that precedes a larger, 

higher-pressure step (i.e., p > 19.5 bar) more comparable to the gating processes observed for 1-4, a 

supposition supported by in situ PXRD studies  (vide infra). 

Maximum CO2 adsorption capacities (19.5 bar, 273 K, Figure 2) revealed the uptake of 2.0 CO2 

molecules/formula unit (FU) for 1 (1.19 mmol g-1) and 2 (1.03 mmol g-1), 1.6 CO2 molecules/FU for 3 (0.78 

mmol g-1), 2.8 CO2 molecules/FU for 4 (1.24 mmol g-1) and only 0.9 CO2 molecules/FU for 5 (0.37 mmol g-

1). Overall interpretation of the trend in adsorption will be considered through combination of these results 

with crystallographic studies (Figure 3c, vide infra). The CO2 isotherms for 4 and 5 were also measured at 

263 K for comparison and show modest increases in adsorption capacity relative to 273 K (Figures S120-

S125). Interestingly, the isotherm for 4 now exhibits three separate adsorption steps with onsets at pressures 

of 14, 16 and 18 bar CO2 (Figure S121), corresponding to adsorption of approximately one CO2 molecule/FU 

at each step, suggesting, as implied by the study of 5, that adsorption of CO2 in these perfluoroalkylated 

materials can be a multi-step process, dependent upon perfluoroalkyl chain length and upon adsorption 

conditions (T, p).  

CH4 adsorption isotherms measured for AgCPs 1 and 2 at 273 K (Figures S126, S127) are a marked contrast 

to the CO2 isotherms. These Type III isotherms, characteristic of nonporous materials, confirm negligible 

CH4 adsorption by 1 and 2 in the pressure range evaluated.  

CO2 and CH4 gas sorption studied by X-ray diffraction. In order to explore structural changes associated 

with the CO2 gas uptake by CPs 1-5, in situ synchrotron PXRD measurements at room temperature were 

made at sequential gas pressures up to 50 bar (SI section S4) using a gas cell/rig configuration at beamlines 

ID31 (ESRF)21 and I11 (Diamond Light Source). Initial measurements under vacuum enabled 

characterization of previously established forms16-18 of 1 (polymorph 1B
HT

), 2 (polymorph 2
LT

), 4 and 5 by 

Pawley fitting of the patterns.22 Data for AgCP 3 suggested a new, unknown polymorph and prevented 

further analysis of this material. In each case a series of PXRD patterns were obtained after equilibration at 

different gas pressures. Pawley fitting of these patterns allowed unit cell parameters to be determined (Tables 

S12, S15-S17), and established that gated increases in volume per formula unit (V/Z) occur in all cases, 

sometimes accompanied by changes in translational symmetry, but consistent with adsorption of CO2.  

Adsorption behaviour might be expected to resemble that documented by gravimetric adsorption 

measurements, but not match exactly as conditions (T, p) are different. Volume increases (ΔV/Z) provide 

estimates of CO2 adsorption,23-25 immediately after the gate opening pressures (Figure 3c), of 0.75-0.94 

CO2/FU for 1 (gate at 4.2 < p < 9.8 bar), 1.23-1.39 CO2/FU for 2 (gate at 17.6 < p < 19.1 bar) and 1.93-2.41 

CO2/FU for 4 (gate at 24.4 < p < 30.0 bar). The implied trend is one of increasing adsorption (CO2/FU) and 

increasing gate pressure with increasing perfluoroalkyl chain length. Gate pressures are higher than observed 

for gravimetric measurements at 273 K (or 263 K) but accord well based upon relative pressures (p/p0: 0.08 

at 273 K vs 0.07-0.17 at 298 K for 1; 0.22 at 273 K vs 0.30-0.32 at 298 K for 2; 0.47-0.60 at 263 K vs 0.54 at 

273 K vs 0.42-0.51 at 298 K for 4). PXRD studies of 5 indicate only small volume increase (ΔV/Z) at p < 

48.4 bar (estimated uptake 0.32-0.40 CO2/FU) at which point a high-pressure gating occurs leading to a 

larger change in volume (estimated overall uptake 3.38-4.23 CO2/FU). This behaviour is consistent with that 

observed in gravimetric adsorption measurements for 5, which were limited to p < 19.5 bar, but suggests 

greater capacity is accessible at higher pressures. 
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Synchrotron PXRD studies (at beamline ID31, ESRF) were also used to identify any structural changes in 

response to CH4 uptake for 1 and 5, both at room temperature and at 180 K. No significant changes in unit 

cell parameters were observed in the pressure range 1-25 bar for 1 (1-18 bar for 5). The absence of structural 

changes suggests that CH4 is not adsorbed by AgCPs 1 and 5, consistent with gravimetric adsorption 

measurements.  

To complement the gravimetric adsorption and PXRD studies, and seeking to provide more detailed 

information on the mechanism and binding sites for CO2 adsorption, we have undertaken a series of single-

crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) studies of 1-5 under a CO2 atmosphere. Studies were conducted using a 

gas cell/rig configuration (SI Section S2) with a Rigaku FR-X rotating anode X-ray diffractometer and at I19 

beamline at Diamond Light Source synchrotron.26 A strategy different to that of the PXRD studies was 

adopted. After initial measurements under vacuum, a sequence of SCXRD studies with full crystal structure 

determination were conducted under a 10 bar CO2 atmosphere at temperatures beginning at room 

temperature and ending at 200 K (232 K for 1) (SI section S3). This approach increases the relative pressure 

(p/p0) of CO2 while also reducing the thermal motion of the AgCP host and the CO2 molecules and has 

allowed crystallographic location of the adsorbed CO2 molecules and an estimate of the amounts adsorbed 

(SI section S3.3, Figures S23-S34). The guest-containing AgCPs 1
CO2

-4
CO2

 at the lowest temperatures 

Figure 3. CO2 pressure threshold at which (a) adsorption 

and (b) desorption is observed, plotted versus the number 

of carbons in the perfluorocarboxylate ligands for 1-4. (c) 

Number of CO2 molecules per AgCP formula unit 

estimated from gravimetric sorption (black squares), 

from refined CO2 molecule occupancy from SCXRD (red 

circles) and from volume increase at initial gate opening 

from PXRD (blue triangles). Data are plotted versus 

number of carbons of the perfluorocarboxylate ligands of 

1-5. 
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studied show a trend of increasing amount of CO2 molecules/FU (1.9, 1
CO2

; 2.3, 2
 CO2

; 3.2, 3
CO2

 and 3.4, 

4
CO2

) distributed across 3 sites (1
CO2

) or 4 sites (2
CO2

-4
CO2

) per FU based upon refined occupancies for 

crystallographically located CO2 molecules (Figure 3c). The structure of 5
CO2

, however, exhibits much lower 

uptake (0.8 CO2 molecules/FU located at a single site). These observations are consistent with the PXRD 

studies and differ only from the gravimetric adsorption studies in that the overall adsorption of CO2 appears 

to be slightly underestimated. The amounts of adsorbed CO2 determined by the three methods are of similar 

magnitude, especially given the different approaches taken in their determination, and therefore suggest a 

consistent behaviour.  

The crystal structures of the guest-containing AgCPs 1
CO2

-5
CO2

 show two distinctive regions where CO2 gas 

molecules are located (Figure 4). Sites in the first region lies close to the single-bridge TMP ligands, 

although some interaction with proximate CF2 groups is often present, while sites in the second region are 

better classified as being predominantly associated with the interdigitated perfluoroalkyl ligands. Gated 

uptake of CO2 is again evident as initial reduction in temperature resulted in a contraction in volume (V/Z), 

suggesting little or no CO2 uptake, until a temperature was reached at which gate opening occurs, resulting in 

an increase in volume and allowing CO2 molecule(s) to be modelled crystallographically (1
CO2

, 253K; 2
CO2

, 

215 K; 3
CO2

, 230 K; 4
CO2

, 240 K). Given the very different SCXRD approach (i.e. isobaric rather than 

Figure 4. Crystal structure of coordination polymer 1A
CO2 at 232 K and 10 bar CO2, showing (a) the adsorbed CO2 

molecules in region 1 (green) and region 2 (light orange). Specific CO2 intermolecular interactions are shown: (b) at site 1 

(central) with neighbouring site 3 (peripheral), (c) at site 2, which contains an inversion-related pair of CO2 molecules, and 

(d) at site 3, which also contains a single CO2 molecule (central) disordered over an inversion centre (both components 

shown) and interacting with CO2 molecules in neighbouring site 1 (peripheral). Colours as in Figure 2 with CO2 oxygen in 

dark red and carbon in grey, CO2∙·∙π (TMP) shown as purple dashed lines, CO2···CH3(TMP) C−H···O hydrogen bonds as 

orange dashed lines, C−F···CO2 interactions as green dashed lines and CO2···CO2 interactions in light blue. See Figures 

S25-S34 for analogous depiction of CO2 sites for AgCPs 2-5. 

 

CO2 Region 1

CO2 Region 2

d) 1A
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isothermal), quantitative comparisons with gating behaviour observed from the gravimetric adsorption and 

PXRD studies cannot be made, but it is important to recognize that the gating observed across all 

experiments demonstrates a qualitative consistency and provides an assurance of the behaviour. For 5
CO2

, a 

temperature of 200 K was required before CO2 could be modelled, but there was no clear evidence of a 

volume increase as presumably any such increase (for the much smaller CO2 uptake) is more than offset by 

the volume contraction upon cooling. 

In all cases (1
CO2

-5
CO2

), CO2 preferentially populates the sites in region 1 first, with increasing population of 

the sites in region 2 observed as the temperature is decreased, forming a number of short interactions with 

neighbouring atoms of the AgCPs (Figures S24, S26, S29, S30, S32 ,S34). CO2 molecules in region 1 form 

C−H···O hydrogen bonds (with the methyl groups of adjacent TMP ligands), CO2∙∙∙TMP interactions 

(parallel πCO2···πN-C and T-shaped O=C=Oδ−···πN-C), offset antiparallel (CO∙∙∙CO) dimers with carboxylate 

groups and CF2∙∙∙CO2 interactions. The πCO2 ···πN-C  interaction between CO2 and aromatic rings has been 

previously reported by several groups,27 and has been described as a mixture between π-π dispersive forces 

and an electrostatic interaction between the electronegative aromatic π-cloud and the electropositive carbon 

on the CO2. The O=C=Oδ−···πN-C TMP interaction involves electron-poor regions of the conjugated ring, 

resembling that of anion-π interactions,28 whereas the CO∙∙∙CO offset dimers resemble those reported for 

organic carbonyl groups29 and for self-interactions between pairs of CO2 molecules.30 CO2 molecules in 

region 2 also form O=C=Oδ−···πN-C interactions with TMP ligands but predominantly form CF2∙∙∙CO2 

interactions. The latter can be described as electrostatic wherein the fluorides interact with the electropositive 

carbon of the CO2 (i.e. C−Fδ−···Cδ+), although the nature of this interaction has been debated for years, 

particularly in the context of explaining the high solubility of CO2 in perfluoroalkanes.31 

The crystal structures also reveal that the one-dimensional AgCPs 1-5 have to rearrange their structure to 

accommodate the CO2 guest molecules. Not only are the single-bridge TMP ligands able to reorient by 

rotation about the longitudinal N···N vector, but the flexible coordination geometry readily accessible by the 

d10 Ag(I) ions allows the single-bridging TMP ligands to pivot around the silver centres, generating pockets 

of space where CO2 molecules are accommodated (see SI, Section 3.3 for full descriptions). Such structural 

also flexibility enables the formation of several polymorphs for AgCPs 1-3 and 3
CO2

 (conversion between 

3A
CO2

 and 3B
CO2

) through end-to-end rotation of the TMP ligand. Indeed, we have previously exploited this 

process upon more extensive heating to enable loss of the single-bridge TMP ligand (for AgCPs 1 and 2) to 

enable a cross-linking solid-state pathway to new 2D AgCPs. 16-18  

Dissolving CO2 and CO2/CH4 separation. The combination of gravimetric adsorption data and diffraction 

studies has demonstrated the gated CO2 adsorption by the highly fluorinated, nominally non-porous AgCPs 

1-5, in contrast to  the absence of significant CH4 adsorption (established in studies of 1, 2 and 5). These 

observations led us to explore directly the potential for separation of CO2 from CH4 by the AgCP materials. 

Compounds 1 and 2 were selected to explore this potential through measurement of adsorption isotherms of 

80/20 and 90/10 CO2/CH4 gas mixtures for 1 and 2, respectively. A total pressure range of 0 < p < 10 bar at 

273 K was used to ensure that the gate pressures determined for the single-component CO2 adsorption 

isotherms were exceeded by the partial pressure of CO2 employed. When plotted as a function of CO2 partial 

pressure (Figure 5), the CO2/CH4 mixed gas isotherms are very similar to the single component CO2 

isotherms, showing gated adsorption at similar gate pressures and the same overall adsorption capacities. 

This confirms that AgCPs 1 and 2 preferentially adsorb CO2 over CH4 with a selectivity close to 100% in 

the pressure range measured. 

It is envisaged that the interdigitated, but mobile, perfluoroalkyl layers present in these materials (Figure 2) 

provide a pathway for incursion and thus adsorption of CO2 by the AgCPs. This is consistent with our 

observations for incursion of other small molecules by 117,18 and by the observation of conformational 

flexibility of the perfluoroalkyl chains that leads to polymorphism in these materials as well as enabling 

(transient) cavities to accommodate and transport CO2 molecules. The orientational flexibility of the single-
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bridge TMP ligands, facilitated by the ease of deformation of the Ag(I) coordination environments, plays an 

important role in providing CO2 binding sites in region 1, but CF2∙∙∙CO2 interactions are evident in CO2 

binding sites in both region 1 and region 2, and are most prevalent in the latter. Interactions between fluorine 

atoms and CO2 molecules have been exploited previously to enhance CO2 uptake in porous molecular 

materials32 and most notably in metal-organic frameworks, such as the SIFSIX33  and TIFSIX34 series of 

MOFs (and related materials) in which the frameworks are pillared by SiF6
2−, TiF6

2− or related fluoroanions 

and project fluorine atoms into open pores enabling binding of CO2 molecules by, for example, Si−Fδ−···Cδ+ 

interactions. The greater polarity of the Si−F (or Ti−F) bonds will enable a stronger interaction than is 

suggested herein for C−Fδ−···Cδ+. Fluorinated organic ligands within MOFs have also been explored,35-44 

predominantly involving fluorinated aromatic linker ligands, including the observation of CAr−Fδ−···Cδ+ 

interactions. More generally the exploitation of fluorinated components in MOFs has recently been 

reviewed.41 More closely related to the present study are examples of post-synthetic attachment of 

perfluoroalkylcarboxylates to the Zr6 nodes of the MOF NU-1000, DUT-67 and MOF-808.42-44 The 

perfluoroalkyl chains project into the cavities of the MOFs and are found to improve water stability (DUT-

67) and enhance CO2 uptake and CO2 adsorption relative to N2 adsorption (NU-1000) and relative to CH4 

(MOF-808). Computer simulations (NU-1000) also suggest that CO2 binding sites lie close to the Zr6 nodes 

and in the vicinity of the perfluoroalkyl groups, although no specific CF2∙∙∙CO2 interactions are invoked.42 

Figure 5. CH4, CO2, and CO2/CH4 mixtures 

adsorption/desorption isotherms for AgCPs a) 1 and b) 2; 

Red circles for CO2/CH4 competitive data for CPs 1 

(80/20) and 2 (90/10). Green squares for CO2 

adsorption/desorption for 1 (a) and 2 (b). Blue triangles 

for CH4 adsorption/desorption for 1 (a) and 2 (b).   

 

b)

a)
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Unlike the aforementioned highly porous fluorinated MOFs, however, the adsorption of CO2 in AgCPs 1-5 

more closely resembles the dissolution of CO2 in perfluoroalkane solvents. The high CO2 solubility in 

perfluoroalkanes45-48 and the corresponding high solubility of small fluoroalkanes in liquid or supercritical 

CO2
49-52 is well established. Indeed, the CO2-fluoroalkyl attractive interaction has been subject of a number 

of experimental31,53 and computational54-56 studies, although the precise nature of the interaction remains an 

area of discussion.31 This miscibility for CO2 (and similarly for O2 gas) has led to perfluoroalkyl groups 

being proposed as gas carriers in “artificial blood”57,58 and for use in extracting CO2 from waste streams.59 

The dissolution of CO2 gas in highly fluorinated glassy polymers, which like AgCPs 1-5 have non-porous 

structures, has also been studied,60-62 although their amorphous nature precludes accurate structural 

investigation of CO2 inclusion sites. To the best of our knowledge, the present study provides the first 

example of crystal structures containing CO2 molecules interacting with perfluoroalkyl chains in which the 

interactions with CO2 are well defined. The structural insight provided therefore should also be of value to 

further investigations of fluorinated polymers in CO2 adsorption and separation applications. 

It seems reasonable to attribute the gating behaviour of the present materials during CO2 adsorption to the 

need to overcome dispersion forces between the interdigitated perfluoroalkyl chains, which require greater 

CO2 pressures to overcome greater dispersion forces between the longer chains but can lead to greater overall 

adsorption capacity. These assertions are supported by such dispersion forces between perfluoroalkyl chains 

giving rise to the monotonic trend in melting points and boiling points of perfluoroalkanes and -alkenes.63 

The ability to adjust the gating pressure and adsorption capacity by adjustment of the perfluoroalkyl chain 

length in this isoreticular series of AgCPs suggests a platform for tuning adsorption properties in these or 

related materials. Rational control of the pressure threshold in such Type F-III or F-IV (stepped) isotherms is 

extremely rare, but highly desirable in designing new materials for gas separation.11,14 

The behaviour of AgCP 5 will require further investigation as PXRD studies suggest a gate pressure beyond 

the experimental limitations of our gravimetric adsorption studies is required to enable a larger CO2 uptake, 

although very small uptakes were determined within the lower accessible pressure range (p(CO2) < 20 bar at 

273 K). The nature of the hystereses observed, most notably for 2 and 4, is also an area in which further 

investigation would be informative. 

Turning now to the potential for separation of CO2 from CH4, it is pertinent to note that gas solubility in 

liquids and polymers can be estimated based on the gas condensability (measured as critical temperature, 

normal boiling point or Lennard-Jones force constant) without accounting for specific interactions between 

solvent and solute.64-66 The interactions between the guest molecule and the matrix in which it is dissolving, 

however, can either increase or suppress the gas solubility relative to that expected from correlation with the 

aforementioned physical properties. For example, perfluorinated gases, such as CF4, C2F6 and C3F8, have a 

much lower solubility in hydrocarbon-based polymers like poly(dimethylsiloxane), PDMS, or low-density 

polyethylene, LDPE, than is predicted based on the solubility of light gases (e.g. N2, O2) and hydrocarbons. 

This reduced solubility has been attributed to the unfavourable interactions between perfluoroalkanes and 

alkanes,62,66-68 which are immiscible as liquids. The same effect is found in the solutions of small 

hydrocarbon gases in perfluorocarbon media, where a reduction in solubility is found compared with the 

solubility in analogous hydrocarbon media.69  

Large free-volume fluoropolymers have rather low CO2/CH4 selectivities.20,70 In contrast, lower free-volume 

fluoropolymers exhibit greater CO2/CH4 selectivity due to the size-sieving ability and the increased 

unfavourable interactions between the fluorinated polymer framework and the CH4 gas. The high selectivity 

of CO2 over CH4 exhibited by the highly fluorinated AgCPs in the present study is consistent with such a 

description of dissolution behaviour, but has permitted crystallographic identification of the CO2 binding 

sites within the mobile perfluoroalkyl regions of the crystals. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

only example of such a CO2 “dissolution” process occurring in a nonporous crystalline solid.  
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CONCLUSIONS  

CO2 sorption has been demonstrated by a family of highly fluorinated silver coordination polymers (AgCPs) 

1-5 despite the absence of pores or channels in the crystal structures and contrasts with adsorption by highly 

porous fluorinated MOFs (vide supra), in which there has been considerable interest.41 Gas uptake in 1-5 

proceeds through a gate opening mechanism, resulting in Type F-III or F-IV CO2 adsorption isotherms, in 

which the gas pressure threshold depends directly on the length of the perfluorocarboxylate chains that 

interdigitate to form perfluoroalkyl layers within the crystals. Gravimetric gas adsorption studies are 

complemented by in situ PXRD and SCXRD studies to provide structural and mechanistic insight into the 

sorption process. 

Gas adsorption by nonporous crystals,71-75 perhaps better described as crystals with latent porosity,76 is 

known, but has received limited investigation compared to that in permanently porous materials. Gas 

transport in solids with latent porosity requires molecular mobility to aid transport. This is accomplished in 

the AgCPs by torsional flexibility of the perfluoroalkyl chains and flexibility along the coordination polymer 

backbone facilitated by non-directional coordination demands of the Ag(I) centres, enabling a process akin to 

dissolution of CO2 in perfluoroalkane solvents or perfluorocarbon polymers. SCXRD studies reveal the 

location of the CO2 molecule binding sites and identify interactions between CO2 molecules, with the single-

bridge aromatic TMP ligands and prominently with the perfluoroalkyl chains via C−Fδ−···Cδ+ interactions.  

Separation of CO2 from CH4 in gas mixtures with high selectivity has been demonstrated and is reinforced 

by single-component CH4 adsorption studies that result in no significant uptake (Type III isotherms) nor 

volume increase in complementary diffraction studies. These relatively densely packed, but latently porous, 

materials suggest that perfluoroalkyl regions may be suitable to exploit for gas separations including 

tunability of gated sorption. The approach in this study has used complementary techniques to provide 

valuable insight into the nature of the sorption phenomena and has relevance beyond crystalline materials. It 

is hoped this will spur interest in similar new approaches to gas sorption/separation. 

Supporting Information.  

All relevant data are available from the authors, and/or are included with the manuscript Supplementary 

Information. The crystal structures of 1-MeOH, 1(1A
HT

, 1A
LT

, 1B
HT

 and 1B
LT

), 1A
CO2

 (10 bar, 252 and 235K), 

2-EtOH, 2 (2
HT

 and 2
LT

), 2
CO2

 (10 bar, 215 and 200K), 3-EtOH, 3 (3
HT

 and 3
LT

), 3A
CO2

 (10 bar, 230 and 

215K), 3B
CO2

, 4-MeOH, 4, 4
CO2

, 5-MeOH,  5 and 5CO2
 are available free of charge from the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Centre under reference numbers CCDC 654183, 1044595, 1044596, 1044597,  

2329006-2329039. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AgCPs – silver coordination polymers; TMP – 2,3,5,6-tetramethylpyrazine.  

1-MeOH - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)2CF3)4(TMP)3(MeOH)2];  

1 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)2CF3)4(TMP)3];  

1
CO2

 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)2CF3)4(TMP)3]∙xCO2;  

2-EtOH - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)3CF3)4(TMP)3(EtOH)2];  

2 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)3CF3)4(TMP)3];  

2
CO2

 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)3CF3)4(TMP)3]∙xCO2;  

3-EtOH - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)4CF3)4(TMP)3(EtOH)2];  

3 [Ag4(O2C(CF2)4CF3)4(TMP)3]; 

3
CO2

 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)4CF3)4(TMP)3]∙xCO2; 

4-MeOH - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)5CF3)4(TMP)3(MeOH)2];  

4 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)5CF3)4(TMP)3]; 

4
CO2

 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)5CF3)4(TMP)3]∙xCO2; 

5-MeOH - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)6CF3)4(TMP)3(MeOH)2];  

5 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)5CF3)6(TMP)3]; 

5
CO2

 - [Ag4(O2C(CF2)6CF3)4(TMP)3]n∙xCO2; 
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